The rational design of peptides that fold to form discrete nanoscale objects, and/ or self-assemble into nanostructured materials is an exciting challenge. Such efforts test and extend our understanding of sequence-to-structure relationships in proteins, and potentially provide materials for applications in bionanotechnology. Over the past decade or so, rules for the folding and assembly of one particular protein-structure motif-the a-helical coiled coilhave advanced sufficiently to allow the confident design of novel peptides that fold to prescribed structures. Coiled coils are based on interacting a-helices, and guide and cement many protein-protein interactions in nature. As such, they present excellent starting points for building complex objects and materials that span the nano-to-micron scales from the bottom up. Along with others, we have translated and extended our understanding of coiled-coil folding and assembly to develop novel peptide-based biomaterials. Herein, we outline briefly the rules for the folding and assembly of coiled-coil motifs, and describe how we have used them in de novo design of discrete nanoscale objects and soft synthetic biomaterials. Moreover, we describe how the approach can be extended to other small, independently folded protein motifs-such as zinc fingers and EF-handsthat could be incorporated into more complex, multi-component synthetic systems and new hybrid and responsive biomaterials.
Introduction
Nature provides considerable inspiration for what might be achieved through selfassembly in water. It uses lipids, nucleic acids, carbohydrates and polypeptides as building blocks for self-assembling systems, though nucleic acids and polypeptides form the best-defined biosupramolecular (tertiary and quaternary) structures.
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Taking such inspiration, nanoscientists and synthetic biologists are achieving much in synthetic self-assembly using nucleic-acid building blocks. 2, 3 Arguably, however, polypeptides present better long-term building materials as they form more-diverse examples of self-assembled structures and functions in biology; they are stable, or can be stabilised over a broad range of conditions; and they can be produced in large quantities from renewable sources using recombinant DNA technologies and gene expression in a variety of hosts. For these reasons, we have adopted Nature's favoured macromolecules and use peptides and proteins to design and engineer new self-assembled systems and biomaterials that span the nano-to-meso scales.
This choice of peptides and proteins as building blocks carries a problem, however: for nucleic acids the double helical structure of DNA, and the various structures formed by RNA are dictated, and can largely be predicted, by the underlying base-pairing; 4, 5 for peptides and proteins, however, there are no, or at least very few, direct rules that relate polypeptide sequence to 3D structure. This is the so-called protein-folding problem, which despite considerable effort, remains largely unsolved. That is not to say that protein structure cannot be predicted from a sequence; in certain cases, this can be done through both homology (evolutionbased) methods and ab initio predictions. 6 However, these tend to look at sequences, or indeed multiple sequence alignments, holistically to make predictions; that is, rather than identifying specific motifs or patterns of residues that dominate folding, they rest on identifying common general features between protein sequences of known structure and those under interrogation.
Ideally, for rational peptide design, we would like to identify clear rules for folding and that can be readily distilled from natural sequences. These could then be applied in de novo sequences in which a small number of specified positions dictate folding, and the remainder can be filled initially with ''innocuous'' amino acids (such as alanine and glutamine) with the option of adding function; here, we refer to such template sequences as vanilla and give them the prefix ''v'', (Fig. 1 ). Through such an approach, we aim (i) to tackle fundamental problems in protein structure prediction and design-by garnering rules for protein folding-and (ii) to generate a number of basic designed peptide components. Indeed, we see the protein folding and design problems as intimately linked, as successful protein design provides the acid test of our understanding of sequence-to-structure relationships in proteins.
Furthermore, we aim to combine the basic peptide components to generate more complex, multi-component, self-assembling systems such as discrete nanoscale objects and biocompatible biomaterials. In turn, such assemblies could provide the basis for applications in bionanotechnology and synthetic biology. Applications might include materials for cell and tissue growth and assemblies for sensing and delivery. An important consideration in this approach is size: peptides of up to $30 amino acids in length are amenable to rational design using in Biro (writing straight down on paper using a small and straightforward set of design rules) and in silico approaches, and they are readily accessible to modern solid-phase synthesis. Nonetheless, to achieve our goal of building supramolecular objects and materials with designed peptides, they must harbour information for both autonomous folding and higher-order self-assembly, which is challenging in a short peptide frame. N.B. Larger proteins can be made using recombinant DNA technology, though the complexity of interactions usually puts these beyond current rational design, with notable exceptions. Given these objectives and constraints, what peptide structures have been designed to date? The answer is depressingly few; though many de novo designs have been reported, these tend to centre on a small number of protein-folding motifs, which we highlight with the following examples.
Zinc-finger motifs have been successfully designed over the last few decades. 8, 9 The folding of these $30 residues sequences is driven by four residues (usually combinations of thiol-containing cysteine and the imidazole side chain of histidine) that coordinate the metal (Fig. 2A) . The zinc finger is one of the few motifs that has been progressed further along the vanilla-design philosophy that we outline here, and-along with the Ca 2+ -binding EF hand, (Fig. 2B) -the C2H2 class of zinc finger is one of our target components described in the next section.
The two examples above might be classed as discrete protein-folding motifs. However, one of our aspirations is to design and engineer extended biomaterials for such building blocks. 10 Until recently, this area of biomaterials design has been dominated by designed b-strand or b-sheet-forming peptides that assemble into extended amyloid-like configurations. The field is too large to review here; [11] [12] [13] [14] however, peptides tend to form b-strands that hydrogen bond to form extended sheets, which bundle to form fibres with the cross-beta structure in which the strands run perpendicular to the long-axis of the fibres, (Fig. 2C) . Related to these studies and also in the biomaterials area, recent successes have broadened to self-assembling collagen sequences. [15] [16] [17] These bring a further set of problems associated with proline-rich sequences, notably: potentially problematic chemical synthesis, and inefficient folding due to slow cis-trans isomerisation of peptide bonds. Nonetheless, a number of groups have reported successful designs of peptides that make freestanding collagen triple helices (Fig. 2D) , 18, 19 and others that assemble further to form extended nano-to-micron scale fibres, some of which exhibit collagen-like features. 16, 20, 21 In all of these studies the basic peptide repeat is Gly-Pro-Hyp, which is embellished with charged residues at some of the proline and hydroxyproline (Hyp) positions to foster self-assembly to the discrete and extended structures. In contrast to the above studies, our focus has been on peptides that adopt a-helical structures, and moreover, those that associate specifically and in a welldefined manner known as the coiled-coil structure, [22] [23] [24] (Fig. 2E ). Many others work in this area, and the field is reviewed more fully elsewhere. 25, 26 Alongside the zinc-finger and collagen motifs described above, sequence-to-structure relationships in coiled coils are perhaps the most clear and well understood at this time. Moreover, the rules for coiled-coil assembly appear to be particularly robust and transferable between different coiled-coil contexts. This, together with the ingenuity of peptide chemists and designers has lead to an impressive array of coiled-coil-based designs for supramolecular, discrete, and materials systems, as well as peptide-based switches and functional units.
10,27
Significant progress towards vanilla sequences has also been made for the related motif of four-helix bundles 28 ( Fig. 2F ). Here complex sequences with novel functions are built up from minimal originals termed maquettes. This approach has been used to successfully design a four-helix bundle with cytochrome functionality.
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Excepting the above examples, the majority of protein-design work focuses on designing a motif purely to fold to the specified conformation. To be useful in synthetic biology and biomaterials technology we must move beyond this and design sequences that not only fold to the prescribed discrete structures, but which also possess sites available, for instance, for functionalization, conformational switching and further self-assembly.
In this paper, we outline a general route to other vanilla peptide sequences that could provide the basis for more-complex designs. We illustrate how a combined bioinformatics and experimental approach can be used to deliver new peptide-based components with different structures and properties. We give three examples to illustrate our approach: firstly, the zinc finger-a tractable target on which much work has already been published; secondly the coiled coil-a more complex target that shows great potential as a tecton for synthetic biology, 1,30 but for which more sequence-to-structure rules are required to define better partner and oligomer-state selection; and, finally, the EF hand-as an example of applying our philosophy to a general small folding domain. We also describe how these different components are being used, and might be used in the future to create new peptide-based switches, nanoscale objects and biomaterials of increasing complexity.
Materials and methods

Computational analysis
The seed file from Pfam A 23.0 31 was searched using a PERL script for entries fitting the description of domains less than 100 amino acids long with five or more examples of sequences, and one or more example of structures deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB).
32 Corresponding structures were visualized using Pymol 33 and examined by eye. Those domains deemed likely to fold independently-either the domain alone was in the PDB entry, or it was suitably exposed even in the context of a larger protein-were considered as potential design targets.
Peptide synthesis
Peptides were synthesised using standard solid-phase Fmoc chemistry on a CEM Liberty automated synthesizer using HBTU (Advanced Chemtech) activation. All Fmoc-protected amino acids and resins were purchased from Novabiochem. Peptide-grade N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) and piperidine were purchased from Rathburn chemicals. All other reagents and solvents were obtained from Aldrich. Acetylation of the peptide N-termini was achieved on the resin by treating the Fmoc-deprotected peptides with acetic anhydride (0.5 ml) and pyridine (0.75 ml) in DMF (5 ml). Peptides were cleaved from the resin supports using trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) (5 ml) containing 2.5% triisopropylsilane and 2.5% water. Crude peptides were obtained by precipitation of the TFA mix in ice-cold diethyl ether (80 ml) followed by centrifugation and drying of the resultant solid material under vacuum.
HPLC was carried out using a 250 Â 10 mm, C18 reversed-phase column (Kromatek), eluting with a water-acetonitrile gradient on a Jasco HPLC system. Peptide identity was confirmed using matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisationtime-of-flight (MALDI-ToF) mass spectrometry (Applied Biosystems ABI 4700) and purity by analytical high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC).
Biophysical characterisation
2.3.1 Circular dichroism (CD). CD measurements were made using a JASCO J-815 spectropolarimeter fitted with a Peltier temperature controller. Peptide solutions were prepared in phosphate buffered saline (PBS; 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, and 10 mM phosphate buffer) adjusted to pH 7.0, and examined in 1 mm quartz cuvettes. Spectra were recorded at 5 C using 1 nm interval, 1 nm bandwidth and 2 s response times. After baseline correction, ellipticities in mdeg were converted to molar ellipticities (mdeg cm 2 dmol
À1
) by normalizing for the concentration of peptide bonds and pathlength. Thermal unfolding curves were recorded at 222 nm through 1 C min À1 ramps using a 1 nm bandwidth, averaging the signal for 8 s every 1 C interval.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
. DLS measurements were made using a Malvern Zetasizer Nanoseries instrument. 100 mM samples were prepared in PBS and centrifuged to remove any large particulate material. Measurements were made at 20 C using auto-evaluated settings. The data were analyzed using the associated Malvern software. Predictions for the apparent hydrodynamic diameters were made using Hydropro. 34 Model coiled-coil atomic coordinate files were produced using the MAKECCSC program written by Offer based on previously published work. C in a Beckman-Optima XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge fitted with an An-60 Ti rotor. Peptide solutions were prepared in the concentration range 50-150 mM in PBS and spun at speeds in the range 25 000 to 55 000 rpm. Data were fitted simultaneously assuming a single ideal species model using Ultrascan. 36 The partial specific volumes of the peptide combinations (0.7777, 0.7783, 0.7766 for vCC-pIL, vCC-pII and vCC-pLI, respectively) and the density of the solvent (1.00442 g ml À1 ) were calculated using Sednterp. 3. Results and discussion
Previous studies towards vanilla zinc-finger motifs
Since the 1980s, researchers have aimed to unravel the determinants of both folding and DNA-binding specificity of zinc fingers. These bba motifs 38 ( Fig. 2A ) offer a simple, robust scaffold for studies into protein folding, and would serve as an ideal addition to the synthetic biologist's toolkit. Two notable efforts geared towards elucidating folding rules for zinc fingers have come out of the Berg laboratory, which has studied both a consensus and a minimalist zinc finger, both designed from multiple sequence alignments 39, 40 such as that depicted as a Weblogo (Fig. 3A) .
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This work showed the zinc finger to be a remarkably robust fold, with the consensus sequence binding zinc with an unprecedented affinity, providing evidence that much, if not all, of the information needed for specifying the zinc finger fold can be extracted in a straightforward manner from linear sequence information. The minimalist zinc finger is an example of a vanilla sequence, with many of the nonconserved residues mutated to alanine. This peptide folded upon the addition of zinc, although there was evidence for some dimerization, suggesting that one or more of the mutated residues had played a role in ensuring zinc fingers fold as monomers.
Since the discovery that DNA binding by zinc fingers is modular, 42 a vast body of work has been carried out to determine their DNA-binding specificity. 43 The advent of so-called zinc-finger nucleases 44 -namely, zinc-finger domains attached to FokI restriction endonucleases, able to cleave DNA at points specified by the zinc fingers-is encouraging in that once the DNA-recognition code is cracked, potential new research areas may open in medicine and molecular biology, with the nucleases being touted as potential therapeutics for SCID and HIV. 45, 46 Indeed, one group has even designed a zinc finger able to cut DNA without the need for an ancillary nuclease domain.
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In summary the zinc finger, with its robust design rules, is already in widespread use in designed proteins. Not only is it amenable to the vanilla design approach, it has already had novel function incorporated in the form of new DNA binding specificities. Therefore, it offers promise as a component for synthetic biology.
Towards new vanilla coiled-coil components
Coiled coils provide excellent components for synthetic biology because they occur in a range of oligomerization states and topologies, which have clear potential as spacers and general building blocks, and as hubs to co-localize and orient other functional domains.
1,10 They are attractive to the vanilla peptide design philosophy because all the interactions are in the core leaving the external face potentially free for exploitation and functionalization, (Fig. 4 ). At the most basic level of design most coiled-coil sequences display a heptad pattern of hydrophobic (H) and polar (P) residues, HPPHPPP. In such repeats, hydrophobic residues are spaced alternately 3 and 4 residues apart.
This spacing closely matches the 3.6 residues per turn of the a-helix. Thus, when configured into an a-helix, heptad repeats lead to amphipathic structures with hydrophobic and polar faces (Fig. 4B) . In turn, the hydrophobic faces of two or more such helices can combine to give different helical bundles. However, in itself, the hydrophobic interaction is not specific. Thus, one of the challenges in the coiled-coil structure and design fields is to understand how the very many different coiled-coil architectures and topologies that are possible, and which are indeed Fig. 3 Weblogos showing the key, structure-determining residues for (A) the zinc-finger, and (B) the EF-hand.
observed, are distinguished at the sequence level.
24,47 Next, we describe how the heptad pattern can be embellished to bring different numbers of helices together. For our purposes sequences that span 3 or 4 heptads (21-28 residues) are sufficient to specify stable autonomously folded units.
The aforementioned heptad repeat is a good starting point for design, but it is only that. Unlike the zinc-finger case the majority of coiled-coil interactions occur across the hydrophobic interface and are therefore not only pairwise, but intermolecular. Fortunately, the problem of specifying coiled-coil structures appears to be simplified somewhat as follows: first, natural sequence do not use all hydrophobic residues equally at coiled-coil interfaces, with the aliphatic side chains (Ala, Ile, Leu, Met and Val) being preferred over the bulky aromatics. 48, 49 Secondly, seminal research by Harbury and co-workers led to what we term the Harbury rules for oligomerstate selection. 50, 51 To explain these, it is best to consider the HPPHPPP repeat as abcdefg to highlight that the two H sites are different in this odd-numbered repeat (Fig. 4B) . In essence, Harbury showed that different hydrophobic patterns using the isomers Ile and Leu give different oligomers. For instance, a ¼ Ile + d ¼ Leu directs dimer formation; a ¼ d ¼ Ile, trimer; and a ¼ Leu + d ¼ lle, tetramer. Harbury was able to rationalize his findings through crystal structures of the three different states, which revealed different packing arrangements in the cores that were best satisfied by the above combinations; rather like the tight and specific packing of pieces in a jigsaw puzzle.
Other issues in coiled-coil assembly that are relevant to design, as will become apparent below, include specifying helix orientation (i.e. parallel and antiparallel topologies) and partner selection (i.e. homo versus hetero-oligomers). Considerable work has been done in this area, particularly for dimeric coiled coils. 25 The rules that can be distilled from these are: (i) interhelical pairings of oppositely charged residues at e and g sites that bridge the hydrophobic interface (Fig. 4B) , can be used to influence both helix orientation and partner selection; and (ii) certain polar residues can be inserted at a and d sites to help specify helix orientation, oligomer state and partner selection (Fig. 5) . Though the above, distilled rules including the Harbury rules are apparent in many natural sequences, 49 they were determined from mutational studies of one natural coiled-coil motif, namely the leucine-zipper region from the yeast transcriptional activator GCN4.
52 GCN4-p1, as it is called, has proved to be one of the best models for protein folding. Nonetheless, it is clearly a very plastic structure that can form other oligomer states and topologies upon mutation, 53 and we wondered how transferable the Harbury rules would be to other constructs, specifically to vanilla-peptide constructs.
To this end, we designed three peptides based on a standard vanilla homo-oligomeric heptad repeat of Glu-H-Ala-Ala-H-Lys-Gln (with the revised assignment gabcdef) Fig. 4 (A) A dimeric coiled-coil structure, comprising two a-helices wrapped around each other with a left-handed supercoil (PDB code 2ZTA). (B) The heptad pattern of hydrophobic (H) and polar (P) residues typically found in coiled-coil sequences (top), and the burial of hydrophobic residues that drives coiled-coil formation (bottom). (Table 1) . If the Harbury rules are context independent then the sequences would oligomerize as predicted, and the vanilla peptides would provide a basis set that could be adapted for future applications in synthetic biology and bionanotechnology.
Initially, the peptides were characterized by circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy, which indicated that all three sequences folded extensively as a-helices, but that the folding was reduced for vCC-pIL over vCC-pII with vCC-pLI being the least folded (Fig. 6A) . The variation of CD signal with temperature was also measured to explore the co-operativity of thermal denaturation (Fig. 6B ). These data gave sigmoidal Fig. 5 A buried polar-polar pair in the core of a dimeric coiled-coil structure. This particular example is a pair of asparagine residues at complementary a sites in the GCN4 leucine zipper, flanked by leucines at two d sites (2ZTA). The inclusion is thermodynamically destabilizing, but specifying as the side chain-side chain hydrogen bond can only be made in the parallel, in-register dimer. Table 1 The Harbury rules translated into a vanilla homo-oligomeric coiled-coil background. The peptides were synthesized using standard solid-phase Fmoc/HBTU-based peptide synthesis, purified by reverse-phase HPLC and confirmed by mass spectrometry. Key: ac, acetyl; am, amide; otherwise standard one-letter codes are used for the amino acids; red, blue, orange and bold text signify acidic, basic, aromatic (UV chromophores) and hydrophobic residues, respectively; the remaining residues are vanilla, alanine or glutamine unfolding curves largely consistent with co-operatively and uniquely folded structures. Although, the unfolding of vCC-pIL was preceded by a linear decrease in helicity, which is likely associated with fraying of the helices. 54 Peptide vCC-pII exhibited a sharper unfolding phase than vCC-pLI, as would be expected for a higher oligomerization state. Peptide vCC-pLI, however, unfolded with a broader transition that may indicate either a lower oligomerization state than targeted, less folding, or a mixture of states each with different melting temperatures.
The peptides were also examined by DLS to estimate the size of the assemblies in solution (Fig. 6C) . Peptides vCC-pIL, vCC-pII and vCC-pLI all gave hydrodynamic diameters somewhat less than those predicted by the software Hydropro 34 for 3-heptad dimeric, trimeric and tetrameric coiled-coil models, respectively. The predictions match qualitatively, however, and the quantitative discrepancy is likely due to the aforementioned fraying of the helices and/or our ability to model hydration in silico, reducing the apparent sizes of the structures. Therefore, we subjected the peptides to AUC to gain more detailed information on the molecular weight in solution (Fig. 6D) . The peptides were centrifuged over a range of speed and concentrations. The resulting data were fitted globally using Ultrascan 36 assuming single, ideal species in solution. These returned molecular weights of vCC-pIL, 4790 Da (expected dimer 5010 Da); vCC-pII, 6450 Da (expected trimer 7579 Da); and vCC-pLI 5660 Da (expected tetramer 9880 Da). These data show that while vCC-pIL appeared to be dimeric, vCC-pII gave a mass somewhat less than predicted, which we interpret as a monomer-trimer equilibrium, consistent with the reduced folding by CD spectroscopy. A much lower mass was found for vCC-pLI than that predicted for a tetramer, and, in combination with the CD data, this confirms that vCC-pLI does not form a stable tetrameric state. Further work is required to determine the range of species present. In summary, we have demonstrated that in two out of three cases the Harbury rules for coiled-coil oligomer-state selection translate from a natural to a vanilla background. However, those for the tetramer do not appear to transfer as well. Studies are under way to improve the design towards the targeted tetramer.
A new target: the Ca
2+ -binding EF-hand motif
We aim to add new domains to the field of peptide-based self-assembly. Proteinprotein interaction motifs other than coiled coils would, for example, aid in the design of mutually exclusive interactions, and catalytic or metal-binding domains could be incorporated into assemblies to give rise to designed functional biomaterials. To determine the scope of domains that might be used in future designs, the online resource of protein domains, Pfam 62 Below, we focus on the EF-hand to illustrate our approach of rational vanilla design.
In many ways the EF-hand motif is similar to the zinc finger; it is small (ca. 30 amino acids), requires a metal ion for folding (in this case, calcium), and is found in a wide range of proteins; this time those which respond to Ca 2+ signals. Structurally, EF-hands consist of two helices linked by a calcium-binding loop. 63 Upon binding calcium, many EF-hands undergo a conformational rearrangement, thereby transmitting information encoded in calcium signals into changes in protein activities. Some however undergo little or no change upon binding metal, and are thought to act as buffers. 64 The EF-hand offers a very different challenge to the zinc finger in terms of design-much like coiled coils, they are capable of oligomerizing, although often with EF-hands found on the same polypeptide chain. 64 The observation that isolated EF-hands are capable of pairing specifically with their intended partners in solution 65 has sparked some interest in determining the rules of EF-hand dimer assembly, [66] [67] [68] but the picture is by no means complete. Designing EF-hands from profiles such as those depicted in Fig. 3 has the obvious drawback that no pairwise information is contained, hence any attempt to design specific interactions between EF-hands must rely on more sophisticated methods. Of course, there are many ways of doing this, from the in Biro methods described above, to modeling methods employed by many protein designers. 69, 70 A potentially powerful method for finding the determinants of such protein-protein interactions however, stems from sequence alignments alone. Recently one group has managed to switch the specificities of histidine kinase-response regulator pairings by changing a few amino acids selected by studying covarying residues in multiple sequence alignments. 71 Approaches such as this might give valuable insights into the design rules for more complicated systems, and indeed have also been used to increase the success rate of designing monomeric WW domains when compared to using flat profiles alone. 72 Once the key residues in the EF-hand have been recognized, the remaining task will be to create the vanilla scaffold upon which to graft them. The choice of residues at these non-essential positions should reflect both the backbone dihedral angles, and solvent accessibilities observed at the corresponding positions in structures of the domain. Further to this, these residues can be selected to fine-tune properties such as the isoelectric point.
Whilst we argue that the EF-hand offers the most immediate potential as a component for synthetic biology, the philosophy for designing vanilla versions of any other small domain remains the same. Establishing a robust protocol for gleaning the necessary rules for the design of these targets would vastly expand the repertoire of domains which the synthetic biologist might use in the design of complex systems or materials, and therefore is a key goal in the field.
Conclusion
We have outlined an approach to the design of peptide motifs that involves (i) gleaning those sequence-to-structure relationships most critical to directing and stabilizing the folding of the motifs, and (ii) incorporating the rules delivered into otherwise vanilla sequences. Our ultimate aims are: (A) to use these basic units as scaffolds upon which other structural and functional motifs can be added; and, in turn, (B) that these will provide routes to components or building blocks for synthetic biology and biomaterials design, and thence more complex, multicomponent, peptide-based systems. We recognize that this borrows much from our own past work and that of many others in the field. However, we hope that by presenting it in this way it will focus minds, and a clear approach to the rational design of peptide-folding motifs and basic components will emerge.
To finish with biomaterials design: as hinted in the introduction, many peptidebased fibrous and gel materials are being developed and these have potential applications ranging from templating electronic circuits through to acting as synthetic extracellular matrices to scaffold the assembly of new tissue from stem cells. 11, 73, 74 However, most of these systems are currently just bare scaffolds comprising one, or, at most, two peptide components. To develop this field, and specifically to engineer responsive, dynamic and functional materials, new peptide components will be needed that assemble in complementary but independent ways to those comprising the main framework of the materials. The approach to new motifs that we describe may provide one route to such components.
We will present this philosophy in protein design, along with examples given herein at the Faraday Discussion Meeting in June 2009, and, hopefully, some new experimental systems that we characterize in the intervening time for discrete folding units and new materials designs based on these.
